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Iron and Manganese Removal Plant
Drought Resiliency Project

Santa Clara River Watershed Committee Meeting
May 19, 2022

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good morning members of the Santa Clara River Watershed Committee , …it’s a pleasure to be here, thank you for the invitation and opportunity to share with you…the United Water Conservation District’s …Iron and Manganese Treatment Project…at the El Rio Groundwater Recharge Facility and Water Treatment Plant.My name is Adrian Quiroz, I’m an Associate Engineer...with the United Water Conservation District…and I am the Deputy Project Manager for this project. This is an important project for our stakeholders…as it provides drought resiliency…and water quality improvements.Before I dive into the presentation,  I want to give a specific mention and thanks to our grant funding partners…the United States Bureau of Reclamation,…the California Department of Water Resources…the Office of Local Defense Community Cooperation… and of course, the Watersheds Coalition of Ventura County who was an early supporter of this project
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PROJECT LOCATION

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is the Oxnard-Hueneme Pipeline System or OH Pipeline? … it’s an 8 mile-long wholesale water pipeline… that runs from El Rio to NBVC Port Hueneme… with a 4 mile-long extension to NBVC Point Mugu… known as the Mugu Lateral. The pipeline provides drinking water to… the City of Oxnard… Port Hueneme Water Agency… four (4) mutual water agencies (Cypress, Dempsey Road, Savier’s Road and Vineyard Avenue Estates)… and the Rio School District... And the system serves about 257,000 people.In 2020, nearly 14,000 AF of water was delivered to the OH Pipeline,Water delivered to this pipeline originates at… the El Rio Groundwater Recharge Facility… and Water Treatment Plant which consists of… approximately 80 acres of recharge basins… where surface water from the District’s… Freeman Diversion is spread. There are a total of 12 groundwater wells… with 9 upper aquifer system wells located onsite… and 3 lower aquifer system wells located offsite… along Rose Avenue. Eight (8) of these wells are considered to be… groundwater under the influence of surface water… therefore requiring disinfection.The disinfected groundwater is boosted… through the Oxnard-Hueneme Pipeline… to a pressure of about 62 psig. The new Iron and Manganese Plant site is located just west of Clearwell No. 2
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As I mentioned earlier, this is a drought resiliency project. … This figure depicts our 12 water supply wells9 upper aquifer system wells… (you’ll end up counting 10, but 1 is being abandoned)… and these draw water from the Oxnard and Mugu aquifers[point]… there are also the 3 lower aquifer system wells… these draw water from the Hueneme and Fox Canyon Aquifers[point]The Oxnard and Mugu aquifers have nitrate concentrations… that are low during wet periods… and high during drought periods… when there is a lack of surface water for groundwater rechargeThe Hueneme and Fox Canyon aquifers have high iron and manganese concentrations… that are naturally occurring. In 2011, the groundwater elevation in the Upper Aquifer System… was approximately 65 feet above sea level[point]In 2018 during an extended drought, the groundwater elevation… was approximately 40 feet below sea level… most of the groundwater was concentrated in the Mugu Aquifer… and large portions of the well screens in the Upper Aquifer Systems wells… were dry… meaning a drop in production capacityTo mitigate the rising nitrate concentrations in the upper aquifer system wells… and lower groundwater levels… the District utilizes the lower aquifer system wells… with high iron and manganese concentrations but almost negligible nitrate concentrations… and blended it with the upper aquifer system wells… with high nitrate concentrations and negligible iron and manganese concentrationsSo this blending operation allows us to remain under the MCL for Nitrate, however these conditions create the need for Iron and Manganese Removal.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a simple schematic of the current treatment process. The shapes shown in red areThe additions from the iron and manganese treatment project, while the shapes in blue represent the existing features.Under normal circumstances, water isPumped from one of the 9 upper aquifer system wells[point]The water combines in a manifold and wThen we dose with gaseous chlorine for disinfection purposesWater then serpentines through our 2 clearwells which hold up 8MG eachBefore we dose again with gaseous chlorine to ensure a chlorine residualAnd then dose with ammonia to form chloraminesWater is then boosted to approximately 62 psig And Out the Oxnard-Hueneme Pipeline to our customersAnd this will ensure continuous water supply during drought conditions….which is why the Iron and Manganese Project is not just a drought resiliency project but also a water quality project. 
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IRON AND MANGANESE TREATMENT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So how does the treatment process work exactly? Typically, iron and manganese is removed by granular media filtration. Iron is removed through oxidation, precipitation and filtration. Manganese is removed by oxidation and adsorption onto the surface of the filter media coating. In 2016 we pilot tested two types of filter media.… a proprietary product named LayneOx… and Greensand Plus with an anthracite capBoth products produced water that had non-detectlevels of iron and manganese. But one of the mainreasons we selected Greensand Plus was its abilityto produce water with a low-Silt Density Indexmeaning it would not cause foulingof reverse osmosis membranes. After a week of testing, we selected Greensand Plus.Here is a cross-section of the actual filter vessels that will be installed.After chlorination, water will come in through the top,…filter down through about 27 inches of anthracite…then through 15 inches of Greensand Plus…then through 16 inches of gravel…where it is collected through a series of underdrain lateralsThe backwash process is a reverse of this flowusing potable water already available at the site. In order to really clean the media, we’ve addedair scour to help loosen up adsorbed materials. 
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PROJECT LOCATION

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an aerial image of the EL Rio Facility along Rose AvenueThe project site is located in the red area adjacent to the existing disinfection building.[point]This area is in Pond 8.… earth was borrowed from this pond and one adjacent pond… to construct a raised pad for the new facility. …These are the clearwells we discussed earlier and this is our booster station.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a 3D rendering of the new facility.Here you can see 2 new filter vessels that are… approximately 12-ft diameter by 40-ft longThe treatment plant capacity is 3,500 gpm (or 5,650 AFY)There are provisions in place to allow expansion… of this plant up to 8,500 gpm (or 13,720 AFY)You can also see the 195,000 gallon washwater recovery tank.Solids are allowed to settle in this tank and the decanted waterIs recycled back through the filters. Solids are periodically removed by vacuum truck at the waste solids disposal pump station.There is also filter drain pumps to allow the filter vessels to partially drainDuring a backwash cycleAnd allow air scour of the filter media.We found air scour to be critical to ensuring performance during the pilot testing period. There is a small 900 square foot building that includes… a laboratory… electrical equipment… and air scour equipment
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CONSTRUCTION PROGRESS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So here’s an aerial image of construction progress…taken on April 20th, 2022.You can see multiple outlines of new facilities going in around Pond 8[point]And also active trenching adjacent to the Clearwells[point]
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Groundbreaking (December 2, 2021)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Groundbreaking started on December 2, 2021.Here you see a Cat 336 excavator starting to over excavateto key into the existing slope. 
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Grading (January 2022)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By January 2022, the rough grading was substantially complete. Approximately 20,000 cubic yards were moved from the bottom… of Pond 8 to build up the base for the new facility. To put that into perspective, the 336 excavator you see in the background… has a 4 cubic yard bucket equipped… so that’s approximately 5,000 scoops with the bucket. 
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Potholing (December – January 2022)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Potholing was completed in January 2022. … Potholing involves digging to physically verify the location of existing utilities before conducting any excavations to install new utilities. This activity mitigates the risk of striking any utilities and compromising our operations and ultimately water deliveries. Approximately 100 potholes were conducted on this project and these occurred at the corssings between new and existing utilities.
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Filter Drain Pump Station (February 2022)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And here you see the Filter Drain Pump Station being installed in February 2022. This is an 11,000 gallon, 12-foot diameter, 24 foot deep vault...that is used to drain the filter vessels to the top of the filter media…before the backwash process is initiated. Two vertical turbine pumps will sit on top…and will pump the filter drain water…to the washwater recovery tank …for recycling purposes. 
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4” Solids Line (February 2022)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Also included in the project is a 4” HDPE solids line.This line was originally intended to convey solids…from the backwash process to the existing sewer. However, this was not permittable. So this line will convey waste streams from… laboratory sinks and analyzers… to the existing sewer. 
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Fe/Mn Building (March 2022)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And here you see the foundation pour underway for the treatment building in March 2022. There are three rooms including… a laboratory to the south (or bottom of this slide)… electrical room in the center… and air scour blower room to the north (top of this slide)
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Storm Damage (March 2022)

Saticoy Rainfall Total: 3 inches, March 28-29

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Of course, situations occur during construction that can be pretty disruptive.In late March, we received word of a storm that would bring 1-2 inches to the region. We had two pads and an open 20” pipeline trench with rebar ready to receiveA concrete pour. We ended up with 3 inches of rain over two days that eroded the soilCausing cave-ins that covered rebar. The contractor had to spend a few days vacuuming all the erodedSoil out of these locations. 
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Backwash Supply (April 2022)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A big milestone for the project was the 20” hot tapInto the existing 36” product water pipelineFor the backwash supply connection. You can see the welded on sleeve and nozzleIncluding the 20” gate valve to the right. This process only took one dayWithout any issues. We did inform our stakeholders of this activityIn advance and the potential for a shutdown,But thankfully didn’t have to exercise it. 
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Filter Vessel Coating (April 2022)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we see the filter vessels that have been in production. The 40’ long, 12’ diameter filter vessels started the blasting and coating process in a facility in Tualatin Oregon starting April 6th. The blasting and wheeling process which is shown on the left side took about 5 days to complete. The coating process on the right side took about 3 days to complete.The interior of the vessels received 3 coats of paint (18.3 mils); andThe exterior of the vessels received 2 coats of paint (11.1 mils)
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Fe/Mn Building (May 2022)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In May, the Fe/Mn building started to go vertical.The building is installed in three lifts of grout-filled concrete masonry units. 
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Fe/Mn Building (May 2022)
19

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And this is the completed building. Roof construction will begin later this month. 
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Filter Vessel Concrete Pads (May 2022)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Also in May, you can see construction commencing on the filter vessel concrete pad. Each filter vessel weighs about 32 tons unloaded, and 263 tons loaded. As you can imagine, it takes a substantial reinforced concrete slab to resist this loading. The finished concrete pad will be about 74-feet long by 55-feet wide and 1 foot thick.The filter vessels will sit on 4-foot-thick pedestals. 
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PROJECT TIMELINE
Year
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DWR Prop 1 IRWM Grant ($2.5M)
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TODAY
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This project started at the end of 2015…with a feasibility study…and the first pilot study as I mentioned previouslyIn 2018….we kicked-off design by issuing an RFP and selecting Kennedy/Jenks Consultants….we also conducted a 2nd pilot study.…and we applied for and received a WaterSmart Grant from the USBR in the amount of $300kIn 2020….we completed the design with the Division of Drinking Water engaged the entire time through multiple workshops… we received a $2.5 million grant from the DWR under the Integrated Regional Water Management program… which is a regional grant including awards to 5 agenciesIn 2021… we issued an RFP for Construction Management services and selected HDR… and we bid and awarded a construction contract to GSE Construction Company. In 2021, … we also applied for a Defense Community Infrastructure Program (DCIP) grant… through the Office of Local Defense Community Cooperation… and was awarded a $4.2 million grant… after the construction contract was awarded. … as it meant compliance with the Buy American Act…..which means that major pieces of material and equipment have to be American made… This has increased the cost of materials by over $0.5 million… but that has been offset by the significant grant proceeds.The project is currently on track to be complete by January 2023. 
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PROJECT COSTS & FUNDING
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, in total, the project is estimated to cost $12.5 million with construction costs over $10 million. The total grants received is approximately $7 million which Significantly helps offset the burden to our stakeholders. 
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Questions?
Contact Information
Adrian Quiroz, P.E.
Associate Engineer

AdrianQ@unitedwater.org
(805) 210-8294

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With that being said,It’s been a pleasure sharing this important project. Thank you for your time and attention.At this point, I would be happy to answer any questionsand my contact information is provided here. 
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